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regarding the

effect

Sept. 18.—British opinion

Indian rebellion is to the

eventually British arms
must triumph. How long- a task this
be,
\u25a0will
no one pretends to say defl-

that

Jiltely, and it is also

admitted

that

General Opinion That
Ea&lish Wil Eventually Triumph.

l

but now the situation is entirely differ•
ent.
thought
general
trend
of
The
seems
to be in the direction of the position
of the Ameer of Afghanistan. That he
has been ruffled by the turn which
matters have taken on the frontier is

have a "very formidable task before
her.
"What is not whispered by our
-««•»>»»»».•
~~
French friends, but what is more than
insinuated by some experienced
and
competent authorities, is that if the
Ameer is waxing aggressive, he must
,.
have received" assurance
that he can,
at least, reckon on the sympathy of a
great European power, which he must
have sounded. This, however, opens
out a vista of possibilities on which, in Special Correspondence of the Globe.
PHILADELPHIA, Sept.
16.— The
the absence of precise details, there is
no ne*ed to enlarge.
next battleship that the United States
"Looking at the matter calmly, and government will include in its list of
from a distance," said an eminent Ger- seiviceable vessels is the Alabama, now
man to me the other day, "I cannot
see why the ameer should be false to on th^ ways at the £rajnps' shipyards.
England at this moment. What could She is rapidly appreftfcSlng completion,
be his object? Does he not receive a and when finished, .^wfll be one of the
handsome subsidy from the Indian king pins which uph&Fd; fhe honor of the
government?
At the same time I
flag.'
must tell you that it has been known American
The Alabama will be different from
in Berlin for at least two years that the battleships
and Massachupeople were agitating to bring about
a rising of the Mohammedans in Af- setts, with which those who have seen
are familghanistan and India against England. the North Atlantic
The immediate instigator of this* agiiar. The double sleeky -turrets that
te,tion was no less a person than the
mark the battleship Wainarily will be
Sultan of Turkey.
missing.
The smokestacks will no
"There 1s positive evidence to the effect which was received in Berlin long longer be arranged fbf4 and aft, but
since, and I
am quite sure that the according to the styleTof our English
British government was also in poscousins, athwartship.* This will remove
session of similar information. Abdul the somewhat tophe'a^y appearance,
lrj£mid, angry with the English for the
which has been considered the one
support given to the Armenians, was
drawback to the graceful outlines of
deterriiiic-ij to show that he possessed
power, as caliph, to do you harm. He the Indiana, the vessel that "Fighting
worked at this through Persia.
We do Bob" Evans termed the finest machine
not understand your policy in Turkey, afloat.
your
quite
and we are
sure that
diplothere has been a very
Heretofore
matic influence at Constantinople is
marked difference between the cruiser
quite lost. However, that is your affair, not ours."
and the battleship, even to the unpracsuggested, "Russian in"Perhaps," I
ticed eye, but this difference, barring
fluence has been at work too with the the smokestacks, will be greatly lessenameer, and the financial support he
by the absence of the double turret.
has had from Calcutta will have been ed
that
promised, with a good bonus, from St. It is declared by naval experts
Petersburg.''
the Alabama will be a beauty, and
"No," was the reply; "I do not think it is further claimed that as a speedthat Russia's position just now in Cenmaker she willoutclass even the lowa.
tral Asia would enable her to do so. The general dimensions and principal
Ifshe ever attacks you in India, or in features of the Alabama are as follows:
the Indian frontier, it will be to take
the country from you, but not to waste Speed, 17 knots an hour. Length of
Extreme
her strength in a useless iffort. The load water line, 368 feet.
danger, however, of the present situbeam, 72 feet 2.5 inches. Freeboard foration, we, here in Berlin, take to be
ward, 19 feet 6.9 inches.
Freeboard
the fact that the Mohammedans are aft, 13 feet 6 inches. Normal displacejoining the others against you, which
was not the case in previous troubles." ment, 11,525 tons. Mean draught, 23
A very distinguished officer who has feet 6 inches. Horse power, 12,000. Caheld high military commands in India pacity of coal bunkers, 1,200 tons.
and Afghanistan, and who still occuHer armament is ample, as will be
pies an eminent official position, exobserved from the following: Batteries:
pressed the opinion in conversation reMain, four 13-inch breech loading rifles;
cently that, while it is advisable to be fourteen 6-inch rapid fire breech loadprepared
for emergencies,
there is ing rifles. Secondary battery, sevennothing very alarming in the recent
teen 6 pounder rapid fire guns; four 1
news from India. During the years he pounder rapid fire guns; four machine
spent on the Indian frontier, he acguns; one field gun. The four above
quired an extensive knowledge of the water torpedo tubes are placed two on
border tribes, and he is convinced that each broadside amidships and will fire
the disturbances
which have broken through an are of 60 degrees. The four
out almost simultaneously at
three 13-inch guns are mounted in pairs in
points
distinct
are really coincidences,
two balanced barbette turrets and Harand are not the result of concerted acaugveyized armor 15 inches thick,
tion.
mented on the slanting faces by two
The chief factors in these outbreaks more inches.
are undoubtedly the pestilent fanatic
Two of the 6-inch rifles will be placed
priests. The attack on the Tochi colamidships on each side, firing' through
umn, which was the starting point of an armor citadel of steel. Below on the
the whole difficulty, was a comparamain deck, behind a casemate armor
tively trivial resistance on the part
of amidships, four morea of these 6-inch
broadside batIgnorant and turbulent hillmen to a rifles will constitute
small and somewhat carelessly handled tery. Forward of these guns, one on
side,
of armor
sent
out
to
collect
a
each
with
six
inches
force
fine. News
two 6-inch rifle
of the occurrence, traveling with that piate as protection,
rapidity which is characteristic of the Parrotts will be located.
The secondEast, became known at points whore ary battery is placed in such portions
ill-feeling existed against the British, of the ship as need it most. The armor
and, incited by the mullahs or priests, belt, 16% inches thick, will protect the
the tribesmen thought it a favorable hull at the water line. Its mean depth
opportunity for settling some of their is 7% feet. This belt will extend from
own scores when the enemy was en- the stern to abreast the after barbette
and will maintain a maximum thickgaged elsewhere.
The whole trouble, however, has ness from that point forward to the

AN AFRIDI.
jnuch

bloodshed must Tie endured, but
in the end the Afridis, even though
they may be backed by the ameer of
iA.fghanistan, must retire and again
Jive under the supremacy of the lion
land the unicorn.
The British people are very slow in
forming an opinion. In fact, they are
es slow to decide on a question like this
IBs they are quick to rise in defense of
Many people think
(national honor.
jLord Salisbury's colonial policy puerile, but. investigation proves that this

I

__

admitted, and this more than all other
facts is what makes the outlook for
England lack brilliancy. One- thing,
too, we must admit, and that is that
the policy most recently adopted has
been pursued in direct defiance to the
counsels and warnings of high and
experienced officials in England as well
as in India.
This departure from old school methods, even though
in that cautious
fashion of the Conservatives, is not in-
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THE ALABAMA

Uncle Sam's New Battleship,

Indiana
s^utfiron

19,

now

approach-

ING COMPLETION.

continuation of the flat protective
deck. This deck will be four inches
thick aft and three inches thick forward. The ship will be propelled by
two triple expansion

Its own water-tight

engines, each in
compartment, hav-

ing cylinders 33.5, 51 and 78 inches in
diameter. Eight boilers, two in a compartment, provide a working pressure

of 180 pounds. Blowers in the fire room
maintain a forced draught.
The Alabama will boast of two fighting stations.
One of them will be just
beneath the chart house and of steel
ten inches thick. The cost of the Alabama will be fully a million dollars
less than the government anticipated,
when it advertised for bids, it would
be necessary to pay. She will, too, be
one of the first ships finished built under what is called a non-speed bounty.
In other words, no matter how fast
she goes, her makers will not receive a
penny extra in the way of bonus.
Despite this fact, it is declared that
she will be the best finished and the

™* -

most commodious in noint
dations for officers and crew of any
of the vessels of which the government
is the present proprietor. The number
of men she will carry, exclusive of officers and including marines, will be
five hundred. Although her speed Is
estimated at seventeen knots, those
who have been watching her construction are mf opinion that she will do
much better than that, though that Is
fairly fast speed.
Said an official of
the Cramps to me the other day:
"Keep your eye on the Alabama. We
have turned out some crack vessels
for the government, but there is one
which will bear watching. Mark you.
she will create a great sensation when
she gets into running trim, as did her
famous old namesake that flew the

Stars and Bars. In my opinion when
completed the Alabama will be
the
best battleship ever built. In appearequal
ance Ido not think she will be
to some of the other ships of war, but
when it comes to speed and utilityano!
conflict, give me the Alabama.
She
is like one of those girls that never
butterfly
in
would shine
the
circles of
society, but who knows how to looK
It will be a, great
after her home.
day for shipbuilding in the United
States when she is launched."
The Cramps are reticent as to the
probable length of time which will be
necessary to consume in completing the
Alabama, but it is certain that they
are pushing work upon her very rapid-
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A ROYAL GROIP.

arisen, as

he believes, out of the "forward" policy recently adopted along
the frontier. To that polfcy, the brilliant officer referred to above, and
acquainted with
come of the men best people
between
the country and the
India and Afghanistan, are strongly
Military posts,
opposed.
unaccompanied by civil administration,
have

been established

in the territories be-

longing to independent tribes, and the
result, instead of Inducing the tribesmen to become friendly toward the
British, has had an opposite effect.
The "forward" policy has also resulted in increasing the discontent felt
toward us by the ameer. When the
question of the Mohmand country was
being settled, Abdur Rahman wanted

to include the whole of it within the
Afghan border.
The Indian government refused to allow this, and divided the district occupied by the tribe in
half, one portion going to Afghanistan,
the other being included in the Indian
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Special Correspondence
of the Globe.
GRAND DISCHARGE, Que., Sept.

American

tourist

shoots

through this place as though he were
propelled from a gun. At 11 o'clock
in the morning the steamboat Rober-

arms they force the little craft up the
stream against a swift current.
The birch bark canoes used in these
waters are made by the Montagnais

Indians. They look cheap and flimsy,
but the guides have to pay $20 or more
val arrives with its load of ten or for them, and they last only three or
four years. The guide, in exercising
Its Doors Closed as the Result of twenty travelers. They stop at the hotrained eye to take you safely
tel on the island long enough to eat hin
Speculation.
through the rapids, is thinking quite
they go on their caluncheon.
Then
much,
no doubt, of the safety of his
BENTON HARBOR. Mich., Sept. 18. noes, running in single file through as
canoe. A new canoe might represent
The First National bank of this city
a season.
did not open for business today, and the rapids which mark the opening of the profits of canoe
makers belong to a
The Indian
National Bank Exminer George B. Lake St. John at the head of tha
through the summer
camp
Caldwell, of Detroit, is in charge.
Saguenay river. The next day they tribe which
three and a half miles above
About $90,000 is due depositors and it are at Chicoutimi, and the following months
Roberval. There are about 100 families
is generally believed 75 per cent will be
morning
they
trip
take boat for the
was not
and they live for the most part in
The suspension
realized.
Depositors have down the Saguenay river and up the tents. Their only occupation in sumwholly a surprise.
and mocdecreased about $50,000 the past three St. Lawrence to Quebec. When I
say mer is the making of canoesparties
casins,
and
months. The bank's capital stock was they travel like a bullet, I
am not so fishing guiding hunting
They
are dirty,
in the lake.
$50,000, with surplus of $40,000. James
you may degenerate
literal
as
far
from
the
truth
lazy,
like
most
of
and
the
Bailey, the ex-cashier, makes no statethink, for there are places in the rapIndians,
and their camp
American
ment, excepting that in his opinion deids where you travel at the rate of swarms with dogs, many of them Bskipositors will be paid in full. DeposiBEXTOS HARBOR BASK.
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forward barbette, gradually tapering to
four inches at the stem.
From the top of the side belt up to
the upper deck, the sides will be protected by 5% inches 5f hardened steel,
backed, below the main deck, by a belt
of cornpith cellulose and full coal
bunkers. Athwartship bulkheads twelve
inches thick will run inward to the
barbettes from each end of the thickest
part of the side armor, and on top of
the four walls so formed a flat protective deck, 2% inches thick, will rest.
Below, and within the space embraced
by this heavy steel bo3s, will be placed
the engines, boilers, magazines
and
shell rooms.
Slanting decks, running from the top
of the heavy athwartship bulkheads
to the stem and stern, will form the

tors attribute the bank's embarrass-

ment chiefly to bad loans.

Bank Examiner Caldwell says that

the failure was due to the speculations

of ex-Cashier James Bailey, "whose
unwise investments and dangerous
speculative
tendencies led to his removal last June." The bank is also
burdened with a large amount of real
estate taken as security, which is not
A
available for paying depositors.
thorough investigation will be made.
Too Valuable for the Genuine.
"How do you know that silver dollar is a
counterfeit?"
'•There's so much alloy in it that It's worth
11 cents more tban a genuine silver dollar."
—Cleveland Leader.

half a mile a minu^fe. There are places,
too, where your frail birch-bark canoe scrapes the rocks as you go whirling through the foaming rapids, and,
seated on the bottom, you can feel
the bump almost as distinctly as
though there were not two thicknesses
of wood and a skin of birch bark between the water and you.
The French Canadian guide is today
just what the traveler of ten cr fifteen
years ago pictured him.
His birch
bark canoe is still Indian made, and
pleasure
there is the same rare
in sitting wtih your back to one guide and
your face to another while with well
trained hands and hardy muscular

I^CLE SAM'S NEW WARSHIP.

empire.
This highly incensed
the
ameer and the tribesmen who wished
tc become Afghan subjects, and they
are now taking advantage of the disturbance at other points of the frontier
to join the enemies of the British do-

i

minion.
One informant, who is

personally acquainted with the ameer, has a very
high opinion of that ruler, who is one

of the ablest and most astute men in
Asia. He would, no doubt, like to be
entirely free froiji the British suzerainty, but he is, at the same time,
keenly aware that he cannot do without British help.
While it is quite
likely he is very much pleased at the
turn of affairs have taken and would,
doubtlessly, secretly encourage them,
he is far too clever to openly defy the
British power, without which he could
not remain on the throne.'
There is, therefore, a gleam of light
in what is otherwise a very gloomy
prospect.
At the same time, ft is Impossible to foresee what an . Oriental
potentate may do, especially when his
pride Is suffering under what he considers two very severe rebuffs.
Use the Long Distance Telephone to Minnesota. No. and So. Dakota cities and towns.

FACIAL BLEMISHES
quickly disappear

Prices »

I
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clined to be received with favor, and
is not in line with the prudent, sane
and practical feeling of the Briton
which Is as far removed from aggressive jingoism as is light from darkness.
In regard to the purely military aspect of the question, it is thought that
if the Ameer of Afghanistan enters
actively on the scene, England will

£

p^l

THE FAMOUS INDIANELEPHANT BATTERIES TO THE FRONT.
\u25a0

lias been simply another instance of
that care and thoughtfulness which
Jiave a characterized that statesman's
lactions. It was believed that the Inidian rebellion would be a g-odsend to
, the Libprals, in that it would enable
them to put forth a rallying cry which
fa'ould draw many followers from the
circle about the Conservative standard,
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c es Stove on the market ? heats with less wood
than an^ other ; makes no
ashes or dirt in the room; a
nre never goes out with ,proper attention; a cord of -1

:

16.— The

and price make the Gordon Hat
the standard.
Style

books of the many wise and O
economical people whohave \u25a0&
taken advantage of them. 2
c B"reat Wood-Burning- a
Stove of the century,

jp^_
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The sudden decline in the temperature is very accept- A
able, just like the decline in prices of Household Goods 2
instituted by this great Housefurnishings Emporium 2j
«
which has leftlots of acceptable change in the pocket-

when Woodbury's

Grand

Toilet Combination is applied daily. It will
render a rough skin smooth and protect a
good complexion. A sample of each of WoodSoap, Facial Cream, Facial
bury's
Her« is the very latest photograph of the queen. It was taken at Windsor Powder Pacial
»nd Dental Cream and a Beauty book
this is the 'first time it has been published In America. H. mailed on
receipt of 20c.
the other day and
The regular size
K. 11. Princess Henry of Prussia stands to the right while to the left are H. 60ld everywhere 25c. each. JOHN H. WOODBattenberg
Empress
Henry
Dermatologist,
H.
of
and
H.
I.M.
Frederick.
127
We«t
42d St., N. T.
BURY,
r! Princess
i

.
mo dogs, who help them haul their out-

fits Into the wilderness In the winter.
With the coming of the snow the Indians scatter to the north, and their
winter is spent in trapping and hunting. They don't prosper at it as they
once did, for game is growing scarcer
every year, and the hunter who used
to get 150 beaver skins in a season is
fortunate now if he brings in sixty
or eighty. These skins he trades in

Roberval, or the Hudson Bay agencies
for provisions or money.
Until two years ago the Hudson Ray company had a monopoly of fur trading, and Ha
agencies dot the whole of British North
America. It had held that monopoly for
207 years, and surrendered it only when it
sold the Northwest territories to the British
for $1,000,000. It made enormous profits In
its early years, and even the last half century has seen It bring wealth to many men.
Sir Donald Smith, who is the president of tho
company, started as one of its clerks, and
today he i
3 reputed to be worth |30. 0*10,000,
and he endowed a hospital at Montreal a
year or so ago with $r>oo,ooo.
The young man with whom Italked is ihe
manager of the little hotel her». but in a few
weeks he will start for Frap-^ where his
grandfather lived for many year 3.
"There is no chance for a French Canadian
here," he said to me. "In all the citiea of
Canada the big business houses are controlled
by the English, and a Frenchman cannot
hope for employment, or, if he gets a place,
he has no chance to rise. A French Canadian
cannot get into the employ of the Hudson
Bay company unless there Is some one to
push him. I
had a friend who helped me to
get a place as apprentice clerk at one of the
agencies.
Then I
became a clerk, and afterward Iwas put in charge of a tradtng post.
spent five years In the bush. There -aps no
I
one but Indians or half breeds to talk to. and
they could talk of nothing but furs or i-rodlt
at tho store. If an Indian is reliable, the
company gives him supplies, and he pays for
them afterward with skins. In Quebec the
government does not feed the Indian.-; as you
do in the United States. The government haa
reservations for the old men and widows and
builds hospitals for them, but the others
must hunt and fish for their living and buy
their supplies from the traders. Of course
we would not see an Indian starve. If he
needed food to keep alive the company would
give him something."
This young man told me the next generawas not being
tion of French Canadians
brought up to farm life. The coming general
educated,
being
not
at agricultural
tion Is
colleges like those
which we have in tha
States under the admirable Jfcrrill law,
but at grammar schools, and when tho young
men come out of school they have no tnsto
for farm life.
It is rather absurd, is seems to me, to talk
about the loyalty of the French Canadmn to
the queen. His tastes and habits are co foreign to those of the English people that ha
can have little sympathy with Englis;h Institutions. Besides, he is resentful of tha
;
commercial supremacy of the English and
Scotch in Canada.
When I
was here two
years ago, observant men told mo there was
a strong sentiment among the French Canadians in favor of annexation.
All of tbe
French Canadians who had gone acrobs the
border had done well, and the others had
an idea that it would be easier to bring 'ho
States to them than to go to the States. 'Ihis
feeling, they tell me, has changed.
—George

The Alabama as she will appear when completed.

Graniham Bain.

The perfection of hat-making— The
Gordon.
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